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Abstrat

The goal of the LP+ projet at the K.U.Leuven is

to design an expressive logi, suitable for delarative

knowledge representation, and to develop intelligent

systems based on Logi Programming tehnology for

solving omputational problems using the delarative

spei�ations. The ID-logi is an integration of typed

lassial logi and a de�nition logi. Di�erent abdu-

tive solvers for this language are being developed. This

paper is a report of the integration of high order aggre-

gates into ID-logi and the onsequenes on the solver

SLDNFA.

Introdution

The goal of omputational logi is to design logis

for knowledge representation and to develop algorithms

to solve omputational problems using the delarative

spei�ations. In priniple, the delarative knowledge

representation methodology in logi is based on a sim-

ple idea. To desribe his knowledge, an expert designs

the ontology of his problem domain: he de�nes the rel-

evant types of objets, and the relevant relations and

funtions between these objets and hooses a logial

alphabet to name them. In the next phase, the expert

uses this alphabet to express his knowledge by a set of

logial sentenes that are true statements on the prob-

lem domain.

In the hoie of the alphabet, the expert may be

led by di�erent and often non-ompatible quality rite-

ria: naturality of the representation, expressivity of the

logi, eÆieny of the representation, et.. However, if

the goal is to obtain a lear delarative representation,

the expert will hoose the alphabet as lose as possible

to what he views as the relevant objets, onepts and

relationships in the problem domain. Alphabets math-

ing more losely the natural ontology lead to more nat-

ural representations.

Choosing the alphabet in aordane with the nat-

ural ontology of the problem domain imposes high re-

quirements both on the expressivity and on the problem

solving apabilities of the used logi. With respet to

the expressivity, higher order aggregates easily show up

in delarative representations of pratial problem do-

mains. For example in the domain of university leture

sheduling one of the onstraints will be that if a le-

ture l of ourse  takes plae in a room r with a apaity

of r students, then the number n of students enrolled

for ourse  must be less than r. In a suitable logi,

the onstraint an be represented using the ardinality

aggregate:

8 ; l; r; r; n: room of leture(l; r) ^ apaity(r; r)

^ourse(l; ) ^ Card(fstjenrolled(st; )g; n)! r � n

Other frequently ourring aggregates are summation,

minimum, maximum, et : : : Therefore aggregates are

extensively studied in logi programming and dedutive

databases (Kemp & Stukey 1991; Van Gelder 1992;

Ross & Sagiv 1992).

A natural hoie of the alphabet also poses require-

ments on the level of problem solving apabilities of the

used logi. Illustrated in the domain of university le-

ture sheduling, some basi onepts are letures, time

slots, rooms. Basi relations between these onepts de-

sribe when and where letures take plae. The natural

hoie to represent these relations are by (typed) predi-

ates (e.g. time of leture=2 and room of leture=2).

Now, onsider the task of omputing a shedule satisfy-

ing ertain data and onstraints (letures to be given,

rooms and leturers available, no overlap, et : : : ).

This is a satis�ability problem or an abdutive problem;

tables of these prediates must be omputed that satisfy

the data and onstraints imposed on orret shedules.

Note that at this point, we have only hosen the alpha-

bet; we have not formalized one single iota of knowledge

in a logial formula. This shows that often, satis�abil-

ity heking or abdution is a natural ompanion and a

natural onsequene of applying the delarative knowl-

edge representation methodology.

At the K.U.Leuven, the aim of the LP+ projet is to

use both semantial and implementational tehniques

of logi programming to develop a logi suitable for

delarative knowledge representation and to implement

eÆient problem solvers for suh a logi. In this pa-

per, we study satis�ability problems in the ontext of a

logi with higher order aggregates. The used logi is an

extension of indutive de�nition logi (ID-logi) (De-

neker 2000; 1998; 1995) developed within the projet.

ID-logi is a onservative extension of lassial logi



with a generalized notion of non monotone indutive

de�nitions. At the same time, the logi an be seen as

a natural generalization of Abdutive Logi Program-

ming (Kakas, Kowalski, & Toni 1993) and Open Logi

Programming (Deneker 1995).

The tehnology that is used so far for reasoning and

problem solving in ID-logi is based on an integration

of tehniques of abdutive logi programming (Kakas,

Kowalski, & Toni 1993) and onstraint logi program-

ming tehniques (Ja�ar & Maher 1994). The �rst pub-

lished presentation of suh a proedure was in (Kakas &

Mihael 1995; Kakas, Mihael, & Mourlas 2000). (De-

neker & Van Nu�elen 1999) desribes a similar integra-

tion of the abdutive resolution method SLDNFA (De-

neker & De Shreye 1998) with CLP tehniques and

presents some experiments in the ontext of ID-logi

spei�ations of some typial CLP-problems (suh as

N-queens), and of sheduling and planning.

In this paper, we de�ne an extension of ID-logi with

aggregates, sketh an extension of the solver of (De-

neker & Van Nu�elen 1999) to reason on aggregates

and desribe two omputational experiments with the

system for solving a sea-battle puzzle and a shedul-

ing problem. At the logial level, our work is based

on Van Gelders's work (Van Gelder 1992) on aggre-

gates in the ontext of well-founded semantis. On

the other hand the implementation and experiments ex-

tend previous work desribed in (Deneker et al. 1997;

Seghers & Baeyens 1996). To the best of our knowledge,

this paper is the �rst report on solving satis�ability and

abdutive problems in the ontext of (an extension of)

lassial logi with higher order aggregates. All the

studies onerning aggregation we enountered, were in

the ontext of querying systems.

Beause an abdutive system for ID-logi annot be

omplete (omputing satis�ability of a lassial �rst or-

der theory is a undeidable subproblem of the ompu-

tation of an abdutive solution of an ID-logi theory.),

the urrent implementation is only valid for a restrited

lass of problems. But the experiments show the fea-

sibility of reasoning on a useful lass of spei�ations

with aggregates.

ID-logi extended with aggregates

ID-logi

As mentioned, ID-logi is an extension of lassial �rst

order logi (FOL) with indutive de�nitions. The logi

builds upon the earliest ideas on the delarative seman-

tis of logi programs with negation as failure. The

view of a logi program as a de�nition of its pred-

iates is underlying both the least model semantis

of van Emden and Kowalski (van Emden & Kowalski

1976) and Clark's ompletion semantis (Clark 1978).

This idea was further explored in (Deneker, Marek, &

Truszzynski 1998), where it was argued that the well-

founded semantis for logi programming implements

a generalized priniple of non-monotone indution. A

disussion of this is out of the sope of this paper.

An ID-logi theory T onsists of a set of de�nitions

and a set of lassial logi sentenes. A de�nition is an

expression that de�nes a subset of prediates in terms of

the other prediates. Formally, a de�nition D is a pair

of a set Defined(D) of prediates and a set Rules(D)

of rules that exhaustively enumerate the ases in whih

the prediates of Defined(D) are true. A rule is of the

form:

p(t) F

where p 2 Defined(D) and F an arbitrary �rst order

formula. The prediates in Defined(D) are alled de-

�ned by D, the others (not in Defined(D)) are alled

open in D.

The semantis of ID-logi integrates lassial logi

semantis and well-founded semantis. An interpreta-

tion M is a model of a de�nition D i� it is total (i.e.

2-valued) and the unique well-founded model of D ex-

tending some interpretationM

o

of the funtor and open

prediate symbols ofD. An interpretationM is a model

of an ID-logi theory T i� it is a total model of its las-

sial logi sentenes and of its de�nitions.

Logial entailment is de�ned as usual: T j= F i� F

is true in all models of T .

ID-logi generalizes not only lassial logi but also

abdutive logi programming (Kakas, Kowalski, & Toni

1993) and open logi programming (Deneker 1995).

An abdutive logi framework, onsisting of a set of

abduible prediates, a set of rules and a set of FOL

onstraints an be embedded in ID-logi as the the-

ory onsisting of the FOL onstraints and one de�ni-

tion de�ning all non-abduible prediates. Formally,

ID-logi extends ALP by allowing multiple de�nitions

and generalized syntax. However, it an be shown that

it is always possible to transform a set of de�nitions

into one single de�nition. As will appear in the next

setion, urrent problem solvers for ID-logi are based

on the tehnology of abdutive logi programming.

In the urrent version of the SLDNFA-system a sim-

ple many-sorted version of ID-logi is used. A type

inferene system heks and ompletes a partial set of

user-de�ned type delarations: this produes a small

overhead ompared to the bene�ts it brings: e.g. error

heking, disambiguating expressions, et. For more de-

tails, we refer to (De Mot et al. 1999). In the implemen-

tation, a Prolog-like style using apitals for variables,

and \,", resp. \;" for onjuntion, resp. disjuntion is

used. For example a de�nition is represented as

unle(X,Y)<- ( exists(Z): parent(Y,Z),brother(X,Z);

exists(A): aunt(A,Y),married(A,X) ).

aunt(X,Y) <- ( exists(Z): parent(Y,Z),sister(X,Z);

exists(A): unle(A,Y),married(A,X)).

This de�nition de�nes the two prediates unle and

aunt simultaneously. The other are open prediates.

FOL axioms are represented in the system in the

same style but are pre�xed by the key-word fol. Ex-

amples are:

fol forall(X,Y):



unle(X,Y), age(X,AgeX), ageY(Y,AgeY)

=> AgeX > AgeY.

fol aunt(mary,bob).

A speial ase. The de�nitions that appear in the

experiments in this paper are of a simple kind; they do

not ontain reursion. The models of a de�nition with-

out reursion are exatly the models of the ompletion

of the de�nition (Clark 1978). Below, ompleted de�-

nitions of prediates will be denoted:

8(p(X)$ B

p

[X ℄)

We all from now on B

p

[X℄ the ompletion of p.

Aggregates

As mentioned in the introdution, aggregates have been

studied in logi programming and dedutive databases.

(Kemp & Stukey 1991; Van Gelder 1992; Ross & Sagiv

1992) proposed extensions of logi programming with

aggregates and showed how aggregate expressions an

be transformed and redued to reursive logi programs

using ertain shemata. These transformations de�ne

at the same time the delarative and proedural seman-

tis for these extensions. The papers over atually a

sublass of ID-logi theories, beause they don't have

the notion of open prediates. In the ontext of ID-

logi, where we deal with open prediates, the proposed

shemata (indutive de�nitions) an be used to de�ne

the delarative semantis without extending ID-logi,

but the urrent implementation of the solver annot

ope with the redued programs due to their highly re-

ursive nature. If the urrent implementation would be

extended with a proper notion of tabling these de�ni-

tions probably ould be omputed. Therefore we take

another approah by introduing new language primi-

tives, whih allows us to use aggregation without the

omputation of reursive de�nitions.

We de�ne �rst two basi onepts of our aggregate

expressions.

� A Set expression is an expression of the form:

fxjF [x℄g

where x is a tuple of variables and F [x℄ a �rst order

formula. It denotes the set of tuples x that satisfy

F [x℄. Three sorts of variables are distinguished in a

set expression: loal variables are quanti�ed inside F ;

their sope is the quanti�er. Parameter variables are

the elements of x; their sope is the set expression.

The other variables are free variables.

In the following example the set expression denotes

for a person Y the set of all aunts of Y whih are older

than 50.

set([X℄,(exists(AgeX):

aunt(X,Y),age(X,AgeX), AgeX >50)))

� A funtion expression is of the form:

�x:y where F [x; y℄

where x is a tuple of variables, y is a variable and

F [x; y℄ is a �rst order formula expressing a funtional

relation between y and x. I.e. it satis�es the on-

straint:

8x9!y:F [x; y℄

This expression denotes the anonymous funtion

mapping a tuple x to the objet y for whih F [x; y℄

is satis�ed. As above, we distinguish between loal

variables, parameter variables and free variables of a

funtion expression.

A pure arithmetial funtion

�x:t[x℄

where t[x℄ is an arithmetial term, is a shorthand for

�x:y where y = t[x℄

The next example represents the funtion whih maps

a person X to his age.

lambda([X℄ , Y where (exists(Z) : age(X,Z), Y=Z))

Set and funtion expressions are allowed to appear

only in aggregate expressions. The following aggregate

primitives have been implemented:

� minimum: minimum(	; n) means that n is the min-

imal element of the set denoted by 	. In the urrent

implementation, the set expression must be of type

integer.

� ardinality: ard(	; n) means that the set repre-

sented by 	 has n elements.

� summation: sum=3 has as arguments an n-ary set

expression, an n-ary funtion expression of a number

type, and a number as argument. sum(	; f; s) means

that:

s =

X

x2	

f(x)

� produt: produt=3 is analogous to sum=3 but ex-

presses the produt of a funtion over a set.

Semantis

In this setion, we briey explore how the semantis of

ID-logi with aggregates an be de�ned. The seman-

tis of ID-logi an be extended using the same trans-

formational approah proposed by Van Gelder in (Van

Gelder 1992). In this approah, aggregate expressions

are transformed to reursive logi programs under well-

founded semantis. Beause the models of an ID-logi

theory are well-founded models, the same approah ap-

plies.

In the following example we illustrate the approah

of (Van Gelder 1992) in the ase of the minimum-

aggregate and show how it an be transformed into a

de�nition. We illustrate the transformation in the on-

text of open prediates. Consider the following theory

T where a is an open prediate ranging over integers:

T = fmin(fX ja(X)g; 4)g

This theory expresses that the minimum of the argu-

ment of the prediate a should be 4. Applying the

transformation sheme in (Van Gelder 1992), we ob-

tain:



fol mina(4).

mina(X) <- a(X), not bettera(X).

bettera(X) <- a(Y), Y<X.

In this simple ase, we obtain a non-reursive de�ni-

tion for the new prediates mina and bettera. Abdu-

tive solvers an be used to suessfully reason on these

theories. For example

� The query

1

true will lead to a suessful derivation

generating the abdutive answer � = fa(4)g. To

solve the FOL onstraint mina(4), a(4) must be ab-

dued.

� Likewise, the query a(6) will sueed with abdutive

answer � = fa(4); a(6)g.

� The query a(1) will fail. During the derivation, the

solver will abdue a(1) and will attempt to solve

mina(4). This is impossible beause bettera(4) an

be derived.

In the ase of summation and ardinality, applia-

tion of the shemata results in highly reursive logi

programs. As shown in (Van Gelder 1992), the trans-

formational approah poses no problem at the level of

semantis; however SLDNFA loops on suh programs.

For this reason, we implemented aggregates in a di�er-

ent (more eÆient) way (see further on).

An abdutive problem solver

From here on, we will assume that an ID-logi theory T

ontains only one de�nition de�ning a number of predi-

ates simultaneously. Reall from previous setion that

it is always possible to transform a set of de�nitions into

this form.

Given an ID-logi theory T with de�nition D, an ab-

dutive problem for a given query Q onsists of om-

puting a set � of de�nitions of ground atoms for eah

open prediate of T and an answer substitution � suh

that D + � is onsistent and entails all FOL axioms

in T and 8(�(Q)). An abdutive proedure omputes

tables for the open prediates that an be extended in

a unique way to a well-founded model of the de�nition

and a model of the FOL axioms and of the query. This

way, an abdutive answer an be seen as a ompat

spae-eÆient representation of a model.

SLDNFA (Deneker & De Shreye 1992; 1998) is an

abdutive proedure for normal logi programs. (De-

neker & Van Nu�elen 1999) desribes an extension of

this proedure to deal with FOL axioms and general-

ized rules and queries, and desribes an integration of

this proedure with onstraint solvers. This integration

is in a similar spirit as ACLP (Kakas & Mihael 1995;

Kakas, Mihael, & Mourlas 2000). Due to lak of spae,

we an only give the head-lines of this proedure. For

more detailed desription, we refer to (Deneker & Van

Nu�elen 1999; Van Nu�elen 2000).

1

Note that in ontrast to Logi Programming onven-

tions, queries are not denoted by denials.

A derivation for a query Q an be understood as a

rewriting proess of states S, i.e. tuples (�;�; CS) of

a set � of FOL formulas and denials, a set � of ab-

dued open atoms and a set CS of CLP expressions,

alled the onstraint store. A denial is a formula of the

form 8X:  F [X;Y ℄, where  denotes negation. De-

nials are the only formulas that may ontain universal

quanti�ers. Free variables in FOL formulas and denials

represent objets of yet unknown identity.

The derivation starts with the initial state (�; ;; ;)

where � onsists of Q and the set of FOL axioms in T .

The rewriting proess proeeds by seleting an atom

in a formula F from � and omputing a new state

depending on the sort of atom by applying the right

rule. E.g. if F is an open atom, the atom is abdued;

an atom interpreted in a CLP domain is added to the

onstraint store; de�ned prediates are substituted by

their ompletion and the resulting formula is then sim-

pli�ed. Disjuntive goals are dealt with seleting al-

ternative disjunts using baktraking. Consisteny of

denials with a seleted open atom is heked by math-

ing this open atom against eah abdued open atom in

�. If fail is derived, the omputation baktraks. The

omputation ends in three possible ways:

� with a oundering error ondition when universally

quanti�ed variables appear in the seleted atom in a

denial.

� with failure, if no solution is derived;

� with a suessful derivation if a state S is derived

where CS is a onsistent onstraint store, � a set of

ground open atoms and � onsists purely of denials

that have been heked to be onsistent with �.

Extending the implementation for

aggregates

We extended SLDNFA in a heuristi manner to reason

on aggregates. If an aggregate expression is seleted

during the derivation, the set expression is rewritten

using the ompletion of the de�ned prediates and the

table of abdued atoms. This proess leads to a big dis-

juntion enumerating potential values ourring in the

set together with a CLP-onstraint formula desribing

the logial onditions under whih the potential value

e�etively belongs to the set.

When during the evaluation of a set expression open

prediates are enountered, this partially evaluated ex-

pression is remembered and eah time an atom is ab-

dued later on, the proedure will hek if it supports

a new potential element of the set. Hene, abdution

leads to new disjunts in the set desription.

The unfolded disjuntion of potential elements and

assoiated onstraints an be used then to ompute

the value of the aggregate expressions. For ex-

ample, assume that for some ardinality expression

Card(fxjF [x℄g; N), F [x℄ ould be redued to a disjun-

tion

x = v

1

^ C

1

_ :: _ x = v

n

^ C

n



in whih v

i

are distint potential values and C

i

is the

assoiated onstraint of v

i

. In this ase the value of N

an be simply de�ned by the boolean sum

N = B

1

+ ::+B

n

where B

i

is a boolean variable de�ned by the onstraint

B

i

() C

i

. These kind of onstraints are known

as rei�ed onstraints (Carlsson, Ottosson, & Carlson ).

The above sum an be eÆient omputed using speial-

ized library onstraints of the �nite domain onstraint

solver.

The same priniple an be applied in the ase of min-

imum, maximum and summation and produt. For ex-

ample, in the ase of summation, eah time a new po-

tential value v

i

is derived for the set, the funtion value

f

i

of this new potential element must be omputed and

the sum of the expression is omputed as the sum of

onstraint expressions B

i

� f

i

.

As an be seen above, the urrent implementation is

strongly foussed on onstruting a �nite domain on-

straint store. This restrits, at this moment, the set

expressions to have the property that all the variables

whih value is unknown during the unfolding of the set

expression and whih have inuene on the membership

of a value in the set should be �nite domain variables.

However this give us still the ability to reason on a large

group of appliations.

Another restrition stems from the fat that the pro-

edure will only observe the state and maintain a om-

plete disjuntion w.r.t. � during the evaluation of ag-

gregate expressions. The evaluation will not proedure

new abdued atoms. In general, it is easy to �nd appli-

ations axioms ontaining aggregate expressions should

lead to new abdutions. For example, onsider the fol-

lowing theory.

fol Card(set([X℄,a(X)),3).

To evaluate the query true with respet to this the-

ory, it is neessary to abdue 3 a-atoms. The urrent

implementation fails on this query.

It is a topi of future researh to extend the urrent

solver to deal with a broader lass of problems. How-

ever, for an important lass of pratial appliations,

the solver works already �ne. Namely when the open

prediates appearing in the set expressions represent

funtions on some �nite domain. In this ase the solver

will ultimately ompute a omplete table of abdued

atoms of these prediates; onsequently, the disjuntive

representation of the set expressions will be omplete as

well. As illustrated in the experiments, many problems

satisfy this ondition.

Optimization funtions

Often, the expert is not interested in an arbitrary solu-

tion of an abdutive problem but in an optimal solution

along some optimality riterion. In general it is an in-

tratable problem. But in the ontext of Constraint

Programming, one often reurs to the following prag-

mati solution. Given a onstraint program and an op-

timization funtion, an initial solution is omputed and

the value of the optimization funtion for this solution

is reorded; then the system baktraks and tries to �nd

other solutions; the value of the optimization funtion

of the best solution so far, is used to prune the searh.

If the searh stops, then it stops with an optimal so-

lution; otherwise, the user may stop the system and

extrat the best solution so far. In a lot of ases this is

satisfying for the user.

We extended the abdutive solver with a similar fa-

ility. Together with the query, the user an spe-

ify an optimization funtion to be minimized or maxi-

mized. This is done by speifying either minimize(V)

and maximize(V), in whih V is an expression whih

should be minimized or maximized. In pratie, be-

ause the searh an take a long time (or does not end),

the best solution that an be omputed within a given

time is returned.

Experiments

We present two experiments: the �rst one is a soli-

taire puzzle based on the well-known battleship game.

The seond one is about sheduling the maintenanes of

units in power plants. The experimental results are ob-

tained using an implementation of SLDNFA as a meta

program on Sistus Prolog 3.7 on a Sun Solaris mahine.

The battleship puzzle

The objetive of this puzzle (Gordon & Shenk 1998)

is to �nd the loations of 10 ships hidden on a 10 by

10 board. There are ships from di�erent sizes: one

battleship, two ruisers, three destroyers and four sub-

marines. The ships an be plaed everywhere on the

grid either horizontally either vertially oriented. They

are not allowed to touh eah other, therefore a ship is

always surrounded by water (or the border of the grid).

The data onsist of a given set of known loations of

boat piees or water and the number of boat piees on

eah row and olumn.

The formalization of this puzzle in ID-logi starts

with the hoie of the alphabet. The entral onept

in this puzzle is the loation of a ship. There are two

options: either one represents the loation by one (X,Y)

oordinate (e.g. the left upper one), the length and the

orientation of the ship; or one de�nes the loation by

means of the loations of the di�erent parts of a ship.

We have hosen the last option.

Let us de�ne the battle eet by the following fats

2

:

ship(S) <- S in 1..10.

ship_type(1,battleship)<- true.

ship_type(S,ruiser) <- S in 2..3.

ship_type(S,destroyer) <- S in 4..6.

ship_type(S,submarine) <- S in 7..10.

length(battleship,4)<-true.

length(ruiser,3) <-true.

length(destroyer,2) <-true.

2

In the spei�ations we omit the type information



length(submarine,1) <-true.

ship_length(S,L) <- ship_type(S,Type), length(Type,L).

ship length is an auxiliary de�nition whih de�nes for

a partiular ship its length. Then depending on the

type, ships onsist of di�erent number of parts, eah

onneted to a loation. We represent this by the open

prediate ship(S,P,X,Y), whih denotes a part P from

a ship S loated at oordinates (X,Y).

domx(X) <- X in 1..10.

domy(Y) <- X in 1..10.

fol forall(S,Length,Part) :

ship(S),ship_length(S,Length), Part in 1..Length

=> ( exists(X,Y) :

domx(X),domy(Y), ship(S,Part,X,Y) ).

De�ning a ship by the loations of its parts introdues

one spei� statement namely that the parts are on-

neted to eah other and not separated by water or

other boats. The next statement ensures also that the

ships are either vertially or horizontally oriented.

fol forall(S,P1,P2,X1,X2,Y1,Y2):

ship(S,P1,X1,Y1), ship(S,P2,X2,Y2), P1 \= P2

=> ( X1 - X2 = P1 - P2, Y1=Y2

; Y1 - Y2 = P1 - P2, X1=X2).

Another requirement is that two di�erent ships do not

touh eah other. Translated to the above hosen rep-

resentation of a ship, this means that the distane be-

tween two parts belonging to di�erent ships is greater

than 1.

fol forall(S1,S2,P1,P2,X1,X2,Y1,Y2):

ship(S1,P1,X1,Y1), ship(S2,P2,X2,Y2), S1 \= S2

=> (abs(X1-X2) > 1 ; abs(Y1-Y2) > 1).

The above statements desribe the general knowledge

about how ships are loated. In the ontext of a solitaire

puzzle, the data speify for a subset of loations whether

they ontain water or a boat part. We represent these

data by a set of atomi fol axioms of the form:

fol water(i,j). fol boat(i,j)

where water(i,j) (boat(i,j)) means that on oordi-

nate (i,j) there is water (a boat piee). As they exlude

eah other, we an de�ne water as a loation that is

no oupied by a boat piee. A loation oupied by a

boat piee is a loation whih is oupied by a part of

a ship (as de�ned above). Formally expressed

water(X,Y) <- not boat(X,Y).

boat(X,Y) <- ship(S), ship_length(S,L),

P in 1..L, ship(S,P,X,Y).

Up to now there was no need for aggregates. But the

puzzle gives also the number of ship parts loated on a

ertain row or olumn. As above we speify the data

by a set of atomi fol axioms.

fol row(i,n). fol olumn(j,m).

These two prediates are de�ned using the ardinality

onstraint as:

row(I,N) <- ard(set([S,P℄,

(exists(Y): ship(S,P,I,Y)),N).

olumn(J,M) <- ard(set([S,P℄,

(exists(X): ship(S,P,X,J)),M).

We used the above spei�ation to solve a number of

puzzles from the book (Gordon & Shenk 1998). The

abdutive solver was able to redue the above spei�-

ation to a �nite domain onstraint store. This phase

took about 1.5 seond and is onstant for all puzzles.

The time to �nd a solution of the onstraint store var-

ied: we obtained from 18 seonds for easy puzzles till 3

minutes for most diÆult ones. This means that most

of this time is spend in enumerating andidate solutions

by the CLP solver. The time ould be improved if some

speial searh strategy as mentioned in the book, would

be followed, but in our delarative approah it is not

easy to speify a searh strategy. This is an interesting

topi for future researh.

Sheduling of maintenanes

The next experiment is based on a real life problem

of a Belgian eletriity provider. The ompany has a

network of power plants, distributed over di�erent ar-

eas and eah ontaining several power produing units.

These units need a �xed number of maintenanes during

the year and the problem is to shedule these mainte-

nanes so that the risk of power shortage (and hene,

import from Frane) is as low as possible. This ap-

proah extends earlier work desribed in (Seghers &

Baeyens 1996; Deneker et al. 1997).

The fat that a maintenane M lasts from week B till

week E, is represented by the prediate start(M,B,E).

This is the only open prediate in the spei�ation.

Other prediates are either de�ned or are input data

and are de�ned by a table. We will introdue now the

onstraints one by one.

� Maintenanes (maint(M)) and their duration

(duration(M,D)) are given by a table. All mainte-

nanes must be sheduled, thus for eah maintenane

there exists an aording start relation.

fol forall(M) : maint(M)

=> exists(B,E,D): week(B), week(E),

duration(M,D), (E = B + D -1), start(M,B,E).

week(W) <- W in 1..52.

� A table of prohibited(U,Bp,Ep) fats speify that

maintenanes M for unit U are not allowed during the

period [Bp,Ep℄:

fol forall(U,Bp,Ep,M,B,E) :

prohibited(U,Bp,Ep), maint_for_unit(M,U),

start(M,B,E)

=> (E < Bp ; Ep < B).

� Some of the maintenanes are not allowed to overlap.

The table of non simult maint(M1,M2,Pre,Post)

fats desribes this; Post and Pre represent the min-

imum distane between the two maintenanes.

fol forall(M1,M2,Pre,Post,B1,E1,B2,E2) :

non_simult_maint(M1,M2,Pre,Post),

start(M1,B1,E1), start(M2,B2,E2)

=> (B2 > E1 + Post; B1 > E2 + Pre).

� Some maintenanes should be done simultaneously,

as de�ned by a table of simult maint(M1,M2)



atoms. Two maintenanes are simultaneous if the

period of one is inluded in the period of another.

fol forall(M1,M2,B1,E1,B2,E2) :

simult_maint(M1,M2), start(M1,B1,E1),

start(M2,B2,E2)

=> ( (B1 =< B2, E2 =< E1)

; (B2 =< B1, E1 =< E2)).

� Di�erent maintenanes for the same unit should not

overlap:

fol forall(U,M1,M2,B1,E1,B2,E2) :

unit(U),

maint_for_unit(M1,U), maint_for_unit(M2,U),

M1 \= M2,start(M1,B1,E1), start(M2,B2,E2)

=> (E1 < B2; E2 < B1).

� For eah week the number of the units in maintenane

belonging to a plant P should be less than a maxi-

mal number Max. A given table of plant max(P,Max)

atoms de�nes for eah plant the maximal number of

units in maintenane simultaneously.

fol forall(P,Max,We) :

plant(P), plant_max(P,Max), week(We)

=> (exists(OnMaint):

ard(set([U℄, (unit(U),unit_in_plant(U,P),

in_maint(U,We))), Onmaint),

OnMaint =< Max ).

We also de�ne here a unit in maintenane, namely a

unit is in maintenane during a ertain week if there

exists a maintenane M of this unit ongoing that week.

in_maint(U,W) <- exists(M,B,E) :

maint_for_unit(M,U),start(M,B,E),

B =<W, W=< E.

� The apaity of the units in maintenane belonging

to a ertain area should not exeed a given area max-

imum. To represent this, the summation aggregate is

needed. A table of apaity(U,C) desribes for eah

unit its apaity.

fol forall(A,Max,We,CapOnMaint):

area(A),area_max(A,Max),week(We),

sum(set([U℄,

(unit(U),in_area(U,A),in_maint(U,We))),

lambda([Un℄,

C where apaity(Un,C)), CapOnMaint)

=> 0 =< CapOnMaint, CapOnMaint =< Max.

in_area(U,A) <- unit_in_plant(U,P),

plant_in_area(P,A).

The above spei�ation desribes the problem prop-

erly. Given input data the solver omes up with a shed-

ule for the maintenanes. However, the problem is to

�nd an optimal solution that keeps risk of power short-

age low. To do this, an optimality funtion must be

used.

This optimality funtion was proposed to us by the

people of the ompany. In the past, the ompany has

kept trak of the eletriity onsumption during the

year. These data an be used to ompute an estimate

for the peak load onsumption during eah week. Given

a shedule, for eah week one an ompute the reserve

apaity: the di�erene between available apaity (i.e.

the sum of apaities of all units not in maintenane

during this week) and the estimated peak load. The

optimization funtion is to maximize the minimal re-

serve apaity over the year.

total apaity(T) means that T is the sum of all

apaities of all units. This is a onstant value for

the given problem. Peak loads are represented by a

table of peakload(Week,Load) atoms. The prediate

reserve(Week,R) an be de�ned as follows:

reserve(Week,R) <- exists(Load,T,InMaint) :

peakload(Week,Load), total_apaity(T),

sum(set([Unit℄, (unit(Unit), in_maint(Unit,Week))),

lambda([U℄,C where apaity(U,C)), InMaint),

R = T - Load - InMaint.

Using this prediate, an optimal solution for the

sheduling problem an be searhed for if we add the

following to our query

minimum(set([R℄,(exists(W) : reserve(W,R)), M),

maximize(M).

This means that we are interested in a solution in whih

the minimal reserve for one year is as high as possible.

Exept for the representation of the optimization

funtion, the above representation is very similar to the

one used in (Deneker et al. 1997; Seghers & Baeyens

1996). The atual problem, given by the ompany, on-

sists of sheduling 56 maintenanes for 46 units in one

year. The original system needed for this 24 hours to

setup the CLP onstraint store. The bottlenek was

the redution of the aggregates. In the urrent imple-

mentation of SLDNFA the onstrution only takes 45

seonds. The huge di�erene omes from the fat that

in the original system aggregates were implemented as

large disjuntions, over whih was baktraked until a

onsistent onstraint store was found. The urrent im-

plementation will redue the aggregates to a large �-

nite domain onstraint at one, and will not baktrak

within it. It is the CLP solver whih baktraks in

the onstruted onstraint store; whih is muh faster

than the abdutive solver an do. This di�erene also

explains why the urrent implementation spends more

time to �nd a good (optimal) solution (in 20 minutes

we �nd a solution whih is 94% away from the optimal

whih is 2 or 3 times slower a the original one): the

urrent onstruted onstraint store will ontain all the

disjuntions over whih the original system had been

baktraking to onstrut a small one.

A omparison with a pure CLP solution and the

above solution shows learly the tradeo� between

delarative representation and a very fast solution. The

pure (optimized) CLP solution will setup its onstraint

store in several seonds (3 to 4 seonds), and �nd the

same solution as the above spei�ation within 2 min-

utes (ompared to 20 minutes). But on the other hand

the CLP solution is a long program (400 lines) devel-

oped in some weeks of time in whih the onstraints

are hided within data strutures, where as the above

representation is a simple delarative representation of



11 logial formulae, written down after some hours of

disussion.

We want to stress the advantages of moving to an

(even) more delarative representation than in the CLP

solution. Development time, mentioned above, is just

one of these advantages. Adaptability, extendibility

and maintenane are others. It is our experiene (and

also reported in the experiments onduted with ACLP

(Kakas & Mihael 1995; Kakas, Mihael, & Mourlas

2000)) that hanges in the spei�ation of the prob-

lem may result in several hours of work to adapt the

CLP program. In the ID-logi representation, the same

hanges typially require a few minutes of work. The

same distintion arises on the level of extendibility and

maintenane. Taking these advantages into aount, we

believe that the redutions in speed mentioned above

are a very good buy.

Conlusion

In a lot of real world problems statements involving

aggregates are very ommon. As suh aggregates natu-

rally show up in spei�ations. This paper gives some

preliminary results on the feasibility of using delara-

tive spei�ations with aggregates to solve nontrivial

omputational problems.

The extended abdutive solver used in our experi-

ments, is able to redue the high level spei�ation

to a �nite domain onstraint store. As an be ex-

peted, the generated onstraint store tends to be more

omplex and less tuned to a spei� problem than

the ones generated by hand-written CLP programs.

This disadvantage is overed by advantages as develop-

ment time, adaptability, extendibility and easier main-

tenane. However, at least in the ontext of the above

experiments, reasonable eÆieny ould be obtained.

A way to improve the performane will be to optimize

the generated onstraint store. Currently optimizations

done in a hand-written CLP program aren't applied.

We expet that an automated optimization will redue

the di�erene between both substantially.

Further researh needs to be done to get a better

haraterization of the lass of problems the implemen-

tation an handle. Together with a formal represen-

tation of the aggregate expression evaluation proedure

we should be able to present a proof of orretness of the

proedure for this lass. Another topi is how we an

broaden this lass without loosing to muh eÆieny.

Further we also expet that the introdution of tabling

in the proof proedure will failitate the treatment of

aggregates onsiderably.
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